Deflating the Bubble

Paytomat offers real life applications to various cryptocurrencies by enabling
local stores and online merchants to accept payments in crypto. We combine our
unique technology with a blockchain loyalty program covering both parts of our
ecosystem: the merchant and the end customer.
PTM Coin

PTX Token

Incentivizes merchants to accept payments in crypto by providing

Digital asset on top of PTM blockchain that incentivizes end

flexible loyalty program and additional value to merchants.

customers to pay with crypto within the Paytomato ecosystem.

Paytomat Solution Stakeholders

Core Team
of Cryptocurrencies
Owns some
crypto
ecosystem

Stakeholder
Type

Role

They
want...
They
are
ready
to...

People and
businesses
to actually
use their crypto

Help Paytomat to
launch and grow
its business

They get

Liquidity

End
Merchant
Customers
Has this
crypto and
Owns
wants to pay some local business
with it

Pay in crypto
and get
bonuses

Have more regular
customers, accept
crypto legally

Pay with
crypto using
Paytomat
wallet and
POS

Install the Paytomat
solution to start
accepting crypto
but receive
fiat currency if they
want

PTX

2

PTM

POS
Solution
Vendor
Develops and owns
POS hardware
and software

Paytomat

Sell more POS
hardware and
software

Become Visa
or MasterCard 2.0
for crypto

Incorporate crypto
payments plugins
and tell merchants
about it

1

PTM

1

Cryptoenthusiast

Knows and uses a
lot of various crypto
projects

Connect
the dots

Do something
meaningful, ride the
hype, make profit,
eat delicious cake
1. Drive new cryptos,
merchants, vendors
and payment
partners to Paytomat
ecosystem
2.Create and support
new gateways

Crypto + PTM

PTM

1

→ Merchant POS Plugins

→ Paytomat Wallet

→ Point-of-Sale as Proof-of-Stake protocol

→ Standalone POS App

→ Web Control Panels and

→ Paytomat DAO and decentralized franchise

→ eCommerce plugins

Customer Dashboards

→ Payment Gateways

Key People
Yuri Olentyr

Andriy Arsenin

Iaroslava Tkalich

Sudip Banerjee

Dmytro Baimuratov

Andriy Velykyi

CEO

CTO

CMO

Chief Analyst

Blockchain
Evangelist

BizDev
Director

Geek sister with
5 years of combat experience in marketing.
Studied in Norway
and Lombardia. Fun
fact: her eyes are of a
different color.

Grew up in Kolkata,
India. Graduated from
the Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute. Finds almost
anything on Internet
and beyond in less
than 15 minutes.

Possibly the youngest
Dash contributor
ever. When he’s
not travelling to yet
another blockchain
conference, he’s ice
skating.

Knows almost any
person in the crypto
business in three or
less handshakes.
Loves driving his
BMW with ‘Bitcoin’
license plates.

Blockchain mafiozo since 2010
(Glorymine, Dailycoin). Before that
funded ITX, one of
Ukraine’s leading
security integrators.

Software architect
and developer with
10+ years of experience. Brilliantly
reviews almost anything (including this
one-pager).

